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    Rescue of 4 Italian banks: A bondholders’ crisis  
Action needed now to repay damages and avert banks mistrust 

 
 Key points 
 The Rescue of four Italian banks allowed to avoid the risky new EU bail-in  
 Subordinated bondholders are suffering and the banking system needs more stability   
 Urgent help to suffering people and a general restructuring is needed              Dott. Francesco Polo  
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escue is a word with a positive meaning, but it does not mean no consequences. After the avoided new European bail-in with a prompt Decree Law, four banks have been saved. A crisis resolution fund is ready and several constrains weigh on future decisions. Inexperienced investors feel cheated and future rescues could be infeasible. Public debt, EU constraints, and political resilience are main obstacles to find an easy way-out. Some traditional and innovative policies are recommended.   Avoid Bail-in 
On 22nd November 2015, Italian government deliberates a Decree Law. Right after the publication of it in the Official State Gazette, four Italian banks avoided their own bankruptcy.  Banca Etruria, Banca Marche, CariFerrara, and CariChieti, all of them already under receivership, started the process of rescue in 2015. Italian cabinet approved the Decree Law aiming to save jobs and account holders. The date is a crucial element of the policy. From 2016, several account holders would have been higher exposed to the failure of these banks. According to the new EU regulations, holders of deposits above 100,000€ will be involved not only in an eventual shearing of their accounts in case of bankruptcy, but also they will 
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participate to cover losses (introduction of banking Bail-in) together with bondholders and shareholders. Avoid new EU Bail-in to save account holders, who are not covered by the insurance on bank deposits, was a priority for the government.  The chosen way of rescue 
Before moving to the problems and policy solutions of the current situation, it is important to underlying the problem who drove Italian government to implement the Decree Law.  European Union bans State aid. In this case, I also refer to the developing European Banking Union. The union established ECB banking supervision, the mentioned bail-in from 2016, and the 
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 Figure 1. EU legal framework on banks’ rescue 
(Source: Centimetri, La Stampa)              

 Figure 2. EU legal framework on investors’ rescue  (Source: Centimetri, La Stampa)             

     debated third point on the mutual insurance on European deposits. Therefore, as figure 1 report, there were three permitted ways to save the four banks. Italian government opted for the so-called “Crisis resolution fund”. 3.6 billion € are provided by this fund with the help of anticipated coverages of UBI bank, Unicredit, and Intesa SanPaolo.   Remaining problems 
Two are the remaining problems the government should solve. First, subordinated bonds. This is the most urgent problem. Around ten thousands subordinated bonds’ holders were misled by financial operators to buy these “no-risky” bonds. Not many options were offer to clients, no hints on diversifications, and no higher premium of risk (i) on these subordinated bonds that, by definition, are more risky due to the scale of reimbursement priority. The result is a potential fraud against clients and government should answer to them. Where was the supervision of the authority ad-hoc (Consob)? Second, how to deal with future bail-in? Can the Italian banking system and the government afford other rescues?  
Obstacles 
A number of constrains weigh on policy decisions.  Firstly, Italy has an enormous public debt to deal with (156% of GDP, 2014, OECD Database). It is the second biggest debt as percentage of GDP, only after Greece. Henceforth, this is a huge brake on structural and urgent policies. Aid to defrauded bondholders and prevention for future earthquakes are suffering public budget constraints. Secondly, other restrictions come from European environment. EU regulations prohibit state reimbursement and public  

   
 

humanitarian help to investors (see fig. 2). The public sector could only provide a special court for resolution of disputes.  Thirdly, a political resilience in changes could occur. Developing a banking reforming policy to avoid future crisis, the intersection of powers among the system could emerge showing different interests braking its effective implementation. The role of politically driven bank foundations governing different banks is one of the main conflicts to deal with. Changing rules of the game lead to deal with banking governance, supervision authorities, and the relations between them. Finally, “Crisis resolution fund” could not be considered an ordinary tool of banking rescues. In this occasion, three bigger banks helped by anticipating the coverages, but in the future how it will be possible?   Policy recommendations  
Immediate action is needed to alleviate subordinated bond issue. Shareholders own a capital of risk, but these non-professionals bondholders were not adequately informed of their risks. They are angry, many protests are taking place and media impact is huge. Especially after the tragic suicide of a retiree from Civitavecchia who lost up to 110,000€ of his savings in Banca Etruria, answers are urgently needed.  At the same time, a serious agenda setting aiming to prevent future similar scenarios must start.   
Constitution of an arbitration court The first measure to take is the constitution of an arbitration court.  The necessity is to identify responsibility and implement the related actions to reimburse defrauded clients. The court will have the crucial rule to recognise the situation of inadequate communication risk to bondholders. 
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              Arbitration will do justice and determine compensation for occurred damages. This is the first action to do through legal channels. Legal processes are long (especially in Italy), so, the sooner will established, the better it is. Fairness and clarification of real facts will be in independent court’s hands.  Exception for a temporary tiny State help Trial requires time. Therefore, additional actions are required to avert urgencies. 10,559 is the number of subordinated bonds’ holders involved in this unexpected (for them) situation. It means only around 1% of the four banks’ total clients. As it is possible to see from figure 3, the total amount of euro invested by these ten thousands investors is about three hundred million. The table above (fig. 3) is divided by  percentage of clients’ savings in subordinated bonds. 8,065 holders have more than 100,000€ of their savings in these four banks, but a percentage smaller than 30% in subordinated bonds. 1,484 people put less than 100,000€ in subordinated bonds who constitutes a percentage from 30 to 50% of their savings. 1,010 individuals who invested more than 50% of their savings in subordinate bonds represent the most exposed category.  The previous recommendation of settling the court would work on the three affected groups.  The urgency to solve is especially the protection of the most exposed class. Even if EU bans State reimbursement or humanitarian help, Italian government 

should deal with European authorities clarifying the situation and trying to help these weak investors.  For Italian government, that amount of money is ridiculous. It is around 27.4 million € for the most worried group and a cumulative 120.8 million € considering also the second most exposed group. Italian government should explain the urgency of this plan and budget 27.4 million €, at least. It is around 0.0010% of Italian annual GDP. In exchange to Europe, the promise to anticipate this money waiting court decisions. In the event that Europe would say no, Italian government should evaluate the trade-off between paying a penalty and save 1,010 lives.  Supervision and Governance restructuring  Solved the first more urgent problem, Italian policy-makers should work on additional rules for the stability of the Italian banking system.  As Guiso proposed, firstly, an element to introduce at national and European level is the transition management for the new bail-in system approved in European headquarters. A bilateral disclosure would help future non-professional investors.  Secondly, supervision of banks’ behaviours did not work. An attentive policy defining properly the boundaries of bonds’ allocation should pass through the supervision channel of Consob.  Thirdly, a top-down savers protection will help sporadic investors to control their risks. The idea is to follow the example of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau established in US. It is a state-founded agency helping to make financial rules more effective, enforcing those rules, and empowering consumers to take more control over their economic lives using education, enforcement and studies.  Finally, governance of banking system should be reconsidered. The presence of several foundations with political ties in the high level of banks’ governance plaster the structure and expose it to a  

Figure 3. Subordinated bonds’ holders (Source: Ansa, Centimetri, La Stampa)  
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     bigger probability of corruption. Famous are the case of MPS (Monte dei Paschi di Siena bank) and Carige. Furthermore, foundations controlled two of the four involved bank in the recent explained crisis and the other two were cooperative banks (with the Decree Law a total renovation occurred). Italian government approved a first reform on cooperative bank (Law, 24 March 2015, n. 33), but should be more incisive. As far as banking foundations, the right way is to divide foundations from banks, totally. Banks’ governance should not be highly influenced by politically driven foundations (2015).  The Decree Law emanated by Italian government on 22nd November 2015 cannot be considered a mistake because  
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     it is saved more people than would be affected with the introduction of the EU bail-in system. Numerous and diverse are the responsibility of ex-ante controls among Bank of Italy, Italian Government, Consob, and EU, but these responsibility will be verified by the judiciary. Nowadays, decision makers should solve only ex-post Decree effects. Starting from the urgent need of uncovered bondholders to a structural review of the banking supervision and governance.          
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